BREAKING BREAD DIGITAL MUSIC LIBRARY

5 ways it will bring your music ministry to life

1. All of your music in one location
   - Keyboard and guitar accompaniments for more than 850 songs
   - Solo instrument accompaniments for over 700 songs

2. Downloadable and shareable accompaniments
   - Email arrangements to every member of your ensemble
   - Print lyrics or project them for your assembly*

3. MP3 recordings to maximize rehearsal time
   - Over 900 high-quality recordings
   - Learn music quickly and accurately

4. Choral arrangements and psalmody
   - Over 570 arrangements from Choral Praise
   - Psalms and Gospel Acclamations from Respond & Acclaim

5. Complete access to Liturgy.com
   - Intuitive music planner — saving time and energy
   - Expert advice and music suggestions

*Subject to licensing through ONE LICENSE
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